
The purpose of this document is to 
illustrate how ZSI architecture and 
logics function with ABB Low 
Voltage circuit breakers in a Main – 
Tie – Main configuration.
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How breakers behave in a ZSI 
system
Each breaker in a ZSI system checks for an input 
blocking signal if a short circuit is detected:
• If the input is not active, the trip unit opens with a 

delay equal to the time selectivity set for the pro-
tection (tsel, which must be less than the protec-
tion tripping time);

• If the fault persists and the input is active, it opens 
with a delay equal to the protection tripping time 
(t2 for S protection, t4 for G protection).

In the previous diagram, CB2 and CB3 are directly 
connected to CB5, which normally repeats restraint 
signals to CB1 and CB4. 

Manual for installation of AUP signaling contacts
To design the architecture correctly, S and G protec-
tion tripping times t2 and t4 have to be set at least 
70 ms longer than selectivity time tsel.

t2,t4=tsel+70ms

To do this, the “S/G HW Zone Selectivity Repeat” 
function must be enabled for CB5.
In addition, Tie-breaker CB5 is equipped with AUP 
signaling contacts. If CB5 is installed in the switch-
board (it makes no difference whether the position 
is Open or Close), the relevant AUP contacts con-
tacts for ZSI will be open. If CB5 is in the withdrawn 
position or racked out, the AUP closes the relevant 
contacts enabling direct connection between CB2 
and CB1 as well as CB3 and CB4, hence the ZSI logic 
remains valid.

There are no time delay settings for instantaneous 
ZSI.  If I-ZSI is enabled, the downstream breaker 
sends a restraint signal to the upstream device, 
thereby slowing down the I trip commit time from 
30ms to 100ms. 
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Application 1: Tie open,  
no paralleling between sources
The two transformers are feeding the downstream 
loads and the tie is normally open. If one of the 
mains is out of service, the tie closes and the other 
transformer supplies all the loads.

CB1, CB2 detect fault current. CB2 trips and sends a 
restraint signal to CB5. CB5 receives the restraint 
signal and repeats it to CB1 and CB4 but being in the 
open position and therefore not affected by the 
fault current, it does not perform any action. 

Performance
Four sizes are available, ensuring 
high performance within com-
pact dimensions. Triple-mark 
certification (IEC, UL, CCC). 
Certified for Class 1 active energy 
measurement in compliance 
with standard IEC61557-12.

Control
The All-In-One innovation that 
manages any grid condition 
thanks to advanced functions 
such as Load Shedding, Power 
Controller, ATS, Interface Pro-
tection, Synchrocheck logics 
and Adaptive Protection.

Connectivity
Perfect integration into all 
automation and energy man-
agement systems thanks to the 
eight communication protocols 
supported. Easy connection to 
cloud computing platform ABB 
AbilityTM Electrical Distribu-
tion Control System. Remote 
connection thanks to embedded 
Bluetooth Low Energy technology.

Ease of use
Easy and safe operation and main-
tenance. Plug & play accessorizing. 
User friendly commissioning tools. 
The ABB Ability MarketplaceTM 
offering ensures the platform 
can evolve during its life cycle.
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All the relevant short circuit scenarios illustrating 
ZSI logic are shown below: the arrows represent the 
restraint signals sent by the breaker that must oper-
ate first.

CB1 receives a blocking signal and will not trip if, af-
ter its t2 / t4, it fails to detect fault current any 
more. CB4 receives the restraint signal but, since it 
is not affected by fault current, it does not perform 
any action. CB3 is not affected by fault current and 
will therefore not perform any action.

From conventional circuit breaker to real Power 
Manager. SACE Emax 2 embeds more and more 
functionalities and becomes an all-in-one solution 
able to manage low-voltage distribution systems.

Thanks to its distinctive features, SACE Emax 2 sets a 
new circuit breaker benchmark for present and future 
needs by matching all the new grid requirements.

—
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https://new.abb.com/low-voltage/products/circuit-breakers/emax2


CB3 and CB4 detect fault current. CB3 trips and 
sends a restraint signal to CB5. CB5 receives the re-
straint signal and repeats it to CB1 and CB4 but be-
ing in the open position and therefore not affected 
by the fault current, it does not perform any action. 

CB1 detects the fault and trips. From low voltage 
side, no other circuit breakers will detect fault cur-
rent and will therefore not perform any action.
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CB4 receives a blocking signal and will not trip if, af-
ter its t2 / t4, it fails to detect fault current any 
more. CB1 receives the restraint signal but, since it 
is not affected by fault current, it does not perform 
any action. CB2 is not affected by fault current and 
will therefore not perform any action.



Assumption: CB1 is in the open position and CB5 is 
closed. CB4 is supplying all the loads.
CB2, CB5 and CB4 detect fault current. CB2 trips and 
sends a restraint signal to CB5. CB5 receives the 
blocking signal and sends a restraint signal to CB4 
and CB1. 

Assumption: CB1 is in open position and CB5 is 
closed. CB4 is supplying all the loads.
CB5, CB4 detect fault current. CB5 trips and sends a 
restraint signal to CB1 and CB4. CB1 is not affected 
by fault current as it is in the open position and the 
restraint signal received from CB5 does not give rise 
to any action. 
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CB1 is not affected by fault current as it is in the 
open position and the restraint signal received by 
CB5 does not give rise to any action. CB4 receives a 
blocking signal and will not trip if, after its t2 / t4, it 
fails to detect fault current any more. CB3 is not af-
fected by fault current and will therefore not per-
form any action.

CB4 receives a blocking signal and will not trip if, af-
ter its t2 / t4, it fails to detect fault current any 
more. CB2 and CB3 are not affected by fault current 
and will therefore not perform any action.
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Application 2: Tie closed, paralleling 
between sources
The two transformers are feeding the downstream 
loads and the tie breaker is normally closed.

CB1, CB5, CB3 and CB4 detect fault current. CB3 
trips and sends a restraint signal to CB5. CB5 re-
ceives the blocking signal and sends a restraint sig-
nal to CB1 and CB4. CB1 and CB4 receive the block-
ing signal and will not trip if, after their t2 / t4, they 
fail to detect fault current any more. CB2 is not af-
fected by fault current and will therefore not per-
form any action.
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To avoid unwanted trips due to CB3 being unable to 
extinguish the fault current, the CB1 and CB4 t2 set-
tings must be 70ms higher than that of CB5. 

t2CB1, CB4 = t2CB5 +70ms



CB1, CB5, and CB4 detect fault current. CB5 trips 
and sends a restraint signal to CB1 and CB4. CB4 re-
ceives the blocking signal and will trip according to 
its t2 / t4, since the fault current will persist. 

CB1, CB5, and CB4 detect the fault current, CB5 trips 
and sends a restrain signal to CB1 and CB4. CB1 and 
CB4 receive the blocking signal and will not trip if, 
after their t2 / t4, they fails to detect fault current 
any more. 
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CB1 receives the blocking signal and will not trip if, 
after its t2 / t4, it fails to detect fault current any 
more. CB2 and CB3 are not affected by fault current 
and will therefore not perform any action.

CB2 and CB3 are not affected by fault current and 
will therefore not perform any action. After CB5 has 
tripped, no breakers will be affected by persisting 
short circuit current, since it will be extinguished by 
the MV relays.
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We reserve the right to make technical 
changes and modify the contents of this 
document without prior notice. With re-
gard to purchase orders, the agreed par-
ticulars shall prevail. ABB AG declines all 
and every liability for potential errors or 
possible lack of information in this docu-
ment.

We reserve all rights to this document and 
to the subject matter and illustrations 
contained therein. All reproduction, disclo-
sure to third parties or utilization of these 
contents – in whole or in part – is forbidden 
without the prior written consent of ABB 
AG. Copyright© 2022 ABB
All rights reserved

—
ABB S.p.A.
Electrification Business Area
Smart Power Division
5, Via Pescaria
I-24123 Bergamo - Italy
Phone: +39 035 395.111

new.abb.com/low-voltage
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Accessories and additional notes
1)   Zone selectivity can be designed with trip units  
 Ekip Touch, Ekip Hi-Touch, Ekip G Touch and Ekip  
 G Hi-Touch.
2)  The presence of an Ekip Supply module is required  
 in the first slot of the circuit-breaker terminal box.
3)  The Ekip Supply module must be compatible with  
 the auxiliary supply prescribed for the chosen  
 model.
4)  A shielded twisted pair cable can be used  
 (Vn ≥ 50V; AWG 22; nominal conductor DC  
 resistance at 20°C ≤15 Ohm/1000ft; nominal  
 outer shield DC resistance@20°C ≤3 Ohm/1000 ft).  
 The shield must only be earthed on the re 
 lease of the supply-side circuit-breaker.”   

5)  The cable shield must only be earthed  
 at one of the two releases.
6)  The maximum length of the cabling between two  
 zone selectivity units is 300 meters. For longer  
 distances, please consult the ELSP Global PM  
 team for help with a custom solution.
7)  Up to 20 circuit-breakers can be connected to the  
 outputs (Z out) of a release.
8)  The lock signal of the release is a 24V DC signal.


